Revisiting ROOT Bugs

Axel, 2019-09-16
Status

- 919 open bugs or enhancements
- Average bug 4yo, median 3 years

![Graph showing open ROOT bugs/features per year created, with mean = 2017.]
Evolution

- Rate of 13 bugs per week
- Same rate for new and closed!
Schedule

• Incoming: 15 bugs / week

• Existing: 1000 bugs

• Goal

  • revisit all new bugs of last week

  • go through existing bugs once in 50 weeks

• All new bugs + 20 old bugs
Today

• **Last week’s bugs**: Sept 16 - Sept 9

• **Most recent 20 bugs**: Aug 3 - Sept 9

• For each:
  - Check assignment
  - Check whether still open
  - Triage blocker / critical /…